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Abstract 
Richter, G., Characterizations of algebraic and varietal categories of topotogical spaces, Topology 
and its Applications 42 (1991) 109-125. 
In this paper we continue our considerations of a!gebraic categories of spaces [8,9]. Especially, 
various separation and compactness properties are investigated. We disprove the wide-spread 
feeling, that there are only trivial examples besides categories of compact Hausdorff spaces. In 
fact, every functor F: Set *Top, which is left adjoint to the underlying set functor F(Set) + Set, 
serves as left adjoint for the underlying set functor of some algebraic subcategory of Top. Hence 
free spaces are free algebras! However, the Sierpinski space as well as the reals are never contained 
in any algebraic category of spaces. But there is an algebraic category of Hausdorff spaces 
cogenerated by the first uncountable ordinal space. This one admits no varietal extension in Top. 
The trivial and the compact cases are characterized by mild additional assumptions, generalizing 
results in [5,8,9]. For instance, the only closed hereditary, productive, and varietal subcategories 
of Top are the categories Camp, of compact Hausdorff, Ind of indiscrete, and Triv of at most one 
point spaces. 
Keywords: Algebraic and varietal restrictions of under?yiq s :t ftinctor of spaces, separation 
compactness properties, Sierpinski space, ordinal spaces. 
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Introduction 
Throughout we will assume that all subcategories are both fuZ1 and isomorphism 
+ Set we denote the underlying set functor of the cate 
ces and continuous maps and by WC its restriction to 
If a set belongs to the image of UC, we say, it carries a 
the subcategory of all I&s 
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For instance, take C = Comp, the category of all compact spaces, then Camp, denotes 
the category of all compact Hausdorff spaces. 
In this paper we are interested in algebraic or uarietul subcategories C E Top, 
which means that UC is algebraic or varietal in the sense of [6]. Well-known examples 
are the subcategories Triv of all spaces with at most one point, Ind of all indiscrete 
spaces, Discr of all discrete spaces, Power(X) of all powers of a strongly rigid 
compact I-IausdorR space [6,38E], Camp? as above and all regular epireflective 
subcategories of Camp, [8], especially the category Stone of all Stone spaces (i.e., 
zero-dimensional compact &-spaces). 
One might have the feeling that this list is complete, because typical algebraic 
properties seem to be rather seldom in topology. Indeed, various separation and 
compactness properties are valid for algebraic subcategories of spaces, as we will 
show in Sections 1 and 3, generalizing some results in [S, 93. Surprisingly, there are 
a lot of unexpected algebraic subcategories C G Top (Top2). In Section 2 we construct 
at least one C for any functor E: Set “Top (Top,) with F 4 UFfSet,, such that 
F 4 &. Hence free spaces are free algebras! 
In the last Section 4, most of the familiar algebraic or varietal categories of spaces 
mentioned above are characterized by mild additional assumptions. This generalizes c 
results in [ 5,8,9]. Finally, we construct an algebraic C G Top,, which is not contained 
in any varietal subcategory of Top. 
1. Separation properties 
In this section we assume that every C-morphism admits a surjective-injective 
factorization in C. Moreover let C be complete and UC : C + Set limit preserving. 
Finally we suppose, that UC reflects isomorphisms. All these assumptions are valid 
if UC is algebraic. First of all we show, that either C = Ind or Cc Top,. 
1.1. Proposition. If C ES Top,,, then C = Ind. 
Proof. By assumption, there is a space X E C containing a two-eLg:ezt I&isciet~ 
subspace I := (x, y} E X. Now every map f: X + X with f(X) =f( I ) = I is con- 
tinuous as well as its restriction to I, hence 
I E c, 
by our general assumption. Moreover, any power IJ in C carries the indiscrete 
topology. Otherwise there would Fe a noncontinuous injection 
e: ,I- I”, 
although e composed with all projections I’ + I is continuous. 
Every subspace SC I-’ appears as image of a continuous map g: I-’ + 1.’ with 
g(S) = S, hence belongs to C. Therefore, Ind c C. Moreover = C, because con- 
tinuous bijections are isomorpliisms in C. Cl 
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1.2. Proposition. The two-element Sierpinski space S, is not contained in C. 
Ill 
Proof. Assume the contrary and take S, = (0,l) 2 (0) open. Now consider the 
C-product topology on S2 x S2 which is finer than or equal to the usual one. But 
the latter is already final with respect o the following continuous maps 
A, (id,O),(id, l),(O,id),(l,id):&+S$S~. 
For instance, we have for any open U c Sz x S2 with (1,l) E U: 
A-‘( U) = (id, l)-‘( U) = (1, id)-‘( U) = (0, 1) 
(the only 1,eighbourhood of 1 in Sz)* 
U 2 A(A-‘( U)) U (id, l)((id, l)-‘( U)) U (1, id)(( 1, id)-‘(U)) 
= {(O,O), (1,l)W ((0, l), (1,l)W I(19 O), (191)) 
and so on. 
Therefore, the C-product topology on S, x S, coincides with the usual one, because 
all the maps above remain continuous in C: 
(fzzcYl> 
I i 
ka .(O,O) . (1.0) 
s,xs*. 
There is a continuous map h : S2 x S2 + S2 x ST given by 
h(x) := 
(1, l), if x=(0, l), 
4 otherwise. 
The C-equalizer of h and the identity carries the induced topology, because this is 
final with respect to A, (id, 0), (1, id): 
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Likewise, there is a continuous map k: S2 x S, + Sz given by 
k(x) := 
0, if x = (0, 0), 
1, otherwise. 
The C-topology on k-‘( 1) contains the following open sets: 
Obviously, there is a continuous bijection from k-‘( 1) to the equalizer of h and id, 
which fails to be an isomorphism. I3 
The following generalizes [9,1.2]. 
1.3. Corollary. If C # Ind, then C G Top,. 
1.4. Corollary. Let C be reiotively closed hereditary (i.e., every closed subset of a space 
X E C is the set-theoretic image of a C-morphism with range X [IO]) and C z Iad. 
Then the two-element discrete space D2 is contained in C. 
i.5. Remark. There exist nontrivial varietal subcategories C C_ Camp, with D2 JZ 
C [5,38E]. If Dz E C, then C is closed under the formation of finite coproducts in 
Top [ 10,2.7]. 
1.6. Proposition. If D2 E C and C has coequalizers of &-kernel pairs, which are 
preserved by V,, then the following hold: 
(i) Every C-subobject is closed. 
(ii) If C is square-closed (i.e., X E C+X2 = XlIX E C carries the usual product 
topology), then C c Top,. 
(iii) If C is relatively closed hereditary, then every C-morphism is closed and C is 
closed hereditary. 
(iv) u C C_ Top2 is relatively closed hereditary, then C z Top,. 
For proofs cf. [S] and [9,2.3]. 
In order to get Hausdorffness for every space in C without using coequalizers, 
we need an alternative additional assumption, 
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1.7. Definition. A subset Q G X E Top is called quasiciosed, if every filter base on Q 
converging in X has d limit point in Q. C is called quasiclosed hereditary if it is 
closed under the formation of quasiclosed subspaces. 
1.8. Lemma. (i) A E X E Top closed *A E X quasiclosed. 
(ii) Q c X E Top, quasiclosed + Q c X closed. 
(iii) Q E X E Comp quasiclosed a Q compact. 
(iv) Q c X E Top quasiclosed, A C_ X closed a Q v A c X quasi&&. 
(v) Y E X E Top retract a Y c X quasiclosed. 
Obviously, the reverse direction in (i) fails to be true in case of indiscrete spaces 
X. Cokemel pairs of embeddings [a, 6[ - [a, 61, a, b E Iw, a c 6, yield less trivial 
counterexamples, because they are even compact and T,. Note that the intersection 
of the two quasiclosed copies of [a, b] in [a, b] ULoebf [a, 61 is not quasiclosed! 
Likewise, the reverse direction in (iii) does not hold, because ((0, l), (1,O)) E 
S2 x S, is not quasiclosed. Moreover, this counterexample shows, that finite unions 
of quasiclosed sets need not be quasiclosed. Note that points are quasiclosed. A
compact T,-space X with a compact but not quasiclosed subset is given by 
x := [O, 1) i, {*} 
with the natural topology on [0, 1] and 
{UEXI*E U,X\Ufinite} 
as neighbourhoods for *. 
1.9. Proposition. Let D2 E C be quasiclosed hereditary and square closed. Then C G 
TOP2 l 
NM& C SE- Top, by Corollary 1.3. For x, y E X E C, x f _v, 
A v {(x, y)} & x” 
is quasiclosed, because the diagonal A E X2 is a retract and {(x, y)} is closed. 
Moreover C is closed under the formation of finite coproducts, hence 
N_.IUr Y )I = A u 1(x, Y)) 
as a subspace of X2. Consequently, X*\A is a neighbourhood of (every) (x, y) E 
X2\A in X2. Thus A turns out to be closed. Cl 
There are alternative possibilities forcing eve 
instance the following weaker version of weakly 
[31 . 
If x, y are limit poi ts of the same filter base on p ;hen {x}- n {yj- + 5 
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As usual, let [0, p[ ([0, /3]) denote the (closed) ordinal space for any ordinal /3, 
and let o be the first infinite ordinal. The same method as in the proof of [9,2.5] 
yields 
1~0. Proposition. Zf D2, [O, 01 E C, then in every space X E C sequential imits are 
unique. 
2. Algebraic categories from left adjoints 
There are a lot of unexpected algebraic ategories of spaces. In fact, every functor 
F : Set + Top (Top*) which is left adjoint to the underlying set functor UF : F(Set) + 
Set appears as left adjoint of an algebraic forgetful functor U, : C + Set with C G Top 
(Top& 
2.1. Lemma. Let C c Top be algebraic and F + U, with F(W) c Topz. Then C2 is 
also algebraic. 
Proof. By assumption, F -I UC?. Moreover, the C-kernel pair of every Cz-morphism 
is HausdorR, hence in CZ. Therefore, every surjective C?-morphism is regular as 
C-coequalizer of its C-kernel pair. Conversely, iff: X + Y is a regular epimorphism 
in C,, then its surjective-injective factorization f = i 0 s in C is already contained 
in Cz, thus i is an isomorphism. cl 
2.2. Theorem. Let F: Set *Top be a functor, U F : F(Set) + Set the underlying set 
functor, and F 4 &. Then there exists an algebraic subcategory C c Top such that 
F ‘II UC, and every surjection in C is jinal in Top. 
Proof. Take the greatest subcategory C c_ Top for which F ?I UC. It is complete 
and closed under the formation of all continuous urjective-injective factorizations 
[ 10,1.1, 1.23. Especially, final topologies with respect o surjective C-morphisms 
are C-topologies. For every X E C, denote by XF the space with the same underlying 
set as X and the final topology with respect to the counit 
Now take CS Top with {X, 1 X E C} as 
because every C-morphism g : Y, + X 
g : YF + XF, since the following diagram 
8 EY 
X-Y,c--z,F&Y, 
+ /= / 
class of objects. C is bicoreflective in C, 
remains continuous considered as map 
commutes 
/ 
FWg) 
’ b’ EX Y 
X, - FUc X, 
YF carries the final topology with 
EX 0 F&(g) is continuous. 
respect to EY, = EY: F&Y+ Y_ and 
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Especially, C has kernel pairs (it is even complete) and the embedding C* e 
preserves regular epimorphisms (even all colimits). But regular epimorphisms in e 
are surjective since &’ has surjective-injective factorizations. Conversely, every 
surjective map s : XF + YF in C is final, because the following diagram commutes 
Ft.+.5 
F&X, - 
XF s Y, 9 
and &YF is final as well as the retraction F&s. Final surjections in C are regular, 
because U, preserves kernel pairs, by construction or by its right adjointness. Since 
for every set T, the counit EFT: FUeFT + FT is a retraction, hence final, we have 
F(Set) E C and F 2-1 UC. q 
With the same assumptions and notations as above the following holds. 
2.3. Corollary. F(Set) c Ind or F(Set) s Top,. 
Proof. If F(Set) ~5 bad, then C 12 Ind, hence F(Set) c C G Top, by Corollary 1.3. II 
2.4. Corollary. Zf 7 is pointwise dense, ihen every FT is exfremally disconnected. 
Proof. Every indiscrete space is extremally disconnected, because closures of open 
sets are open. If F(Set) e Ind, then C g Ind. By assumption, C is relatively closed 
hereditary [l&2.4], hence Dz E C by Corollary 1.4. Now [ 10,233 applies. 0 
2.5. Corollary. Let c c_ Top be algebraic and F * U c. Then there exists an algebraic 
subcategory c C_ Top and a concrete isomorphism H : c + &uch that H 0 F = F 91 UC 
and every regular epimorphism in E is jinaf in To 
of. Take &, E, and C as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 a choose the restriction 
the coreflector e + C to c as functss M : c + tft 
By construction, H 0 F = F 3 UC, LJe 0 H = Ue9 and every surjective c-morphism 
is final in Top. 
It remains to show that H is injective on objects and full. Now HX = NY implies 
U&X = UE Y by construction, hence EX, eY have the same domain and the same 
kernel pair in c But both are surjective, thus regular in Therefore, we have a 
&somorphism between X and Y with the identity as underlying map. This yields 
x = Y. 
For every continuous map f: Z-ZX + HY, the following diagram commutes in Set: 
UFX 
I I 
UFY 
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Therefore, Uf has a unique lift f: X + Y in C, because EY 0 FU” is a &‘-morphism 
and EX is a regular epimorphism in C uf = @ = UHf implies f = H$ Cl 
2.6. Remark. Let F : Set + Isp ‘II UF,,, be fixed and consider C as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.2. Then every algebraic subcategory CC_ Top with F 1)1 UC is contained 
in C, up to a concrete isomorphism, which restricts to the identity on F&t). 
Next we show, that there are a lot of different F: Set + Top, 21 UF(sclj. Therefore, 
we consider the epireflective hulls C, E Top, of ordinal spaces [0, ar[ and Fm -I UC_ 
i4). By von Neumann’s convention, every cardinal at is identified with the smallest 
ordinal of cardinality a. 
2.7. Proposition. If p, u are di&rent infinite regular cardinals, then Fp s F_. 
Proof- Assume p < o and consider a p-sequence (~,),,t~,~t in X E C,. We show, 
that it has a cluster point. 
Without loss of generality, X = X- c [0, o[’ for some set I. For every i E I, the 
ith projection of (x,) is contained in some closed subspace [0, ai] G [0, o[, because 
p c u and u is regular. 
This implies 
for all a E [0, p[. Hence (x,) is contained in a compact subspace of X, where it has 
a cluster point. 
Consequently, if Fp = F,, every p-sequence in YE CP has a cluster point, because 
Y is a continuous image of some F,T. Especially, this holds for Y = [0, p[, which 
is a contradiction. 0 
Together with Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.5, the proposition above yields a lot 
of different relatively closed hereditary algebraic subcategories CE Tspz in which 
regular epimorphisms are even final in Top. Using the subobject ttip&gy [PJ, we 
are now going to construct a closed hereditary, concretely isomorphic copy of C, 
in which every morphism is even closed. 
. Lemma. Let D2 E C E Top befinitely complete such that U, preserves finite limits. 
Then for every X E C, the images of all C-morphisms with range X form a base for 
the closed sets of a topology %’ on UX. 7%e assignment X - ( UX, %) extends to a 
concrete functor I : C + Top. 
Proof. By assumption, C is closed with respect o finite coproducts in Top [ 10,2.7]. 
Therefore, finite unions of images of C-morphisms in X appear as images of certain 
C-morphisms. Note 8 E as empty copr&uct. 
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For every C-morphism f: X -) Y and any C-morphism g : 2 + Y consider the 
pullback in C 
which is preserved by U,. Hence 
f -‘Ma) = w9= 
Thus f remains continuous, considered as map between I(X) and I( Y?. 0 
2.9. Lemma, Let D2 E C G Top be finitely complete, F 4 U,, and I as aboue. Then 
every qT is dense in IFT. 
Proof. Consider any C-morphism g: 2 + FT such that VT{ T) c g(Z). Then VT 
factorizes via Ug 
f 
T- UZ 
If f : FT+ 2 denotes the continuous extension of J the following hoids: 
Ugo U’ovT= Ugof = qT * go$=id FT. 
Hence g is surjective. This implies qT( T)- = IFT. Cl 
ry. Let D,eCgTo be jhtitely complete, F 5 UC, I as above, and 
C’ := I(C) G Top,. Then IF ‘II U,. with counit I&. 
Proof. Every map f: T-, UIX = UX has a continuous extension $: FT+ X. Hence 
If: IFT-, IX is continuous and 
TI- UIX =ux 
commutes. Moreover, 1’ is uniquely determined, because TT is dense in r-FT, and 
IX is Hausdorff by assum 
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2.11. Corollary. The reals are not contained in any algebraic subcategory of Top. 
Proof. Assume R E Cc Top algebraic. Without loss of generality, is cogenerated 
by R. Hence Cc Top2 and 
For any a E R we have 
I-00, a[,]q+W[= 
Thus the intersection of their complements 
(a) = la, -+a[ n I-00, al 
urns out to be discrete. 
is universal with respect o the underlying set functor of 
C’ = l(C). By Corollary 2.10, the unit 3 of the adjunction F-I V, serves as unit 
for IF -I UC+ as well. Thus 
and idllk 
since C is algebraic< 
maps from R to 
(up to an isomorphism), 
continuous. Therefore 
This is a contradiction, because there are a lot of noncontinuous 
El 
2.12. Theorem. Let C c_ Top2 be algebraic, F 9 UC, and q pointwise dense. Then there 
exists a concrete isomorphism I : C + C” c_ Top2 , such that C’ is closed hereditary and 
every C-morphism is c?osed. 
Proof. If C E Ind, then C = Triv and everything is trivial. Otherwise, 02 E C by 
Corollary 1.4. All the other assumptions of Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9 and Corollary 2.10 
are fulfilled, too, since IX carries just the subobject opology [9], which is finer 
than or equal to the original one on X E C (by the pointwise density of r) ). Therefore, 
choose 1: C+ C’ just as in Lemma 2.8 and Corollary 2.10. 
By Corollary 2.10, ZE is the counit of the adjunction IF -I I&.. From this we get 
2 to be injective on objects, just as H in the proof of Corollary 2.5, since IX = IY 
implies U&X = UZEX = UIE Y = UE Y. Moreover, every continuous map g : IFT + IX 
is the I-image of the continuous extension IT+ X of Ugr,T. Hence g remains 
continuous regarded as map ET+ X. Now consider any continuous map h : IX + IY. 
Then h 0 I&X : ZFUX + IY is continuous, hence h 0 EX : FUX + Y. From this we get 
h :X+ Y to be continuous, because EX is regular in C Hence I is full, thus an 
isomorphism, since it is injective on objects and faithful. 
Note that any C-morphism is closed with respect o the subobject opology and 
that the subobject opology on a subobjecr is just the induced one. q 
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In the next section it will be shown that IFP % I_p’“o f r different infinite regular 
cardinals p and U. Consequently, there are a lot of very nice algebraic subcategories 
in Top,, which are not contained in Compz. 
3. Compactness properties 
- 
Throughout his section, let DZ E CC_ Top be algebraic and F q U,. Then every 
Stone space, which is not contained in C, carries a strictly finer C-topology, because 
every X=X- s 0: appears as equalizer of 
{f: 0; + DZ if continuous and f(X) = (0)). 
First of all, we consider the Stone space [0, 01. 
3.1. Lemma. Zf X E C and i : T + X is a coretraction in Top, then T E 
Proof. Let s : X + T be continuous with s 0 i = id T. Then i 0 s is a surjective-injective 
factorizatic T_ of the C-morphism i 0 s: X + X. Thus T carries a C-topology such 
that i and s are continuous. But there is only one topology with this property. i7 
3.2. Corollary. Zf T E X E C is a clopen subspace, then T E 
3.3. Corollary. Either [0, o[ E C or [0,&j E C. 
Proof, Both spaces cannot be contained in C, because there are continuous bijections 
which fail to be isomorphic. 
If [O, 01 @ C, then there is a strictly finer C-topology on [0, 01, hence an open 
neighbourhood 9: of o such that T := [0, o]\s is infinite. Moreover, T is open, 
hence &pen, thus in C and isomorphic to [O, o[, because it is discrete. @ 
3.4. Corollary. Zf Dz E s Top and G q U. such that G( [0, w [) is not discrete, then 
in every D-object sequential imits are unique. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2 there exists an algebraic subcategory C g 
G 9 UC, which is e n bicoreflective the greatest subc 
Gq Ue. Now D,E c_ e, thus D2 E Moreover, [0, w[ E 
is not discrete, hence [0, 01 E C by Corollary 3.3. 
Now consider a limit x of som equence (x,,),<, in X E and take the bijective 
coreflection map c : X’ + X, X’ E Thenf:[O,o]+X givenbyf(n):=g, for wcw 
and f (0) := x factorizes via X’, where sequential its are unique by Proposition 
1.10. Therefore, (x,,),<, as at most one limit in 
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3.5. Lemma. I!‘!’ [0, o[ E C, then C is closed under the formation of countable coproducts 
in Top. 
Proof. For every X E C, the usual product topology on X x [0, o[ is final with 
respect o the C-morphisms 
(idX,n):X+Xx[O,w[, n<o, 
hence 
; X=Xx[O,w[EC 
nco 
If (X,)n<w is a family of nonempty spaces Xn E C, X := n n<o Xn in C, and xn E Xn, 
we get continuous maps 
fn:X+X with fn(X)=Xn 
as products fn = nk__ gnk with 
id X,, if n=S 
gnk = xk 
¶ otherwise. 
Note that fn(x) =nkco &kc&) z xn in C, because C is algebraic. Now observe 
that the C-image of 
fif.:;x_,;, 
nco ntw n-Co 
is isomorphic to fin._ Xn= 0 
3.6. Remark. Using a result due to Barger [2], Lemma 3.5 implies C = Discr if 
[0, o[ E C and if w is the only measurable cardinal. 
3.7. Lemma. If [0, o] E C, then euery -first countable Stone space X is contained in C, 
especially this holds for the Cantor space Dp”[. 
Proof. All continuous maps [0, O] + X = X- E 0: remain continuous in C accord- 
ing to the limit representation of X mentioned at the beginning of this section. If 
X is first countable, it carries already the final topology with respect o these maps, 
hence belongs to C. 0 
3.8. Proposition. Let C G Top be even varietal. Then [0, o] E 6 iff the unit interval 
[0, l] is contained in C. In this case, [0, 11’ E C for any countable set I. 
Proof. If C is varietal, then every C-subobject is closed by Proposition 1.6(i). On 
the other hand every c!esed subset of Di”@[ is a Stone space, hence carries a 
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C-topology which is finer than or equal to the natural one. Now consider the 
well-known continuous surjection 
s:DPU[+[O, 11. 
If [0, o] E C, then D2 co% C and [0, l] carries a C-topology such that s remains 
continuous, because the kernel pair of s is a Stone space, hence contained in C 
(with some suitable C-topology). But s is a closed C-morphism, since C-images of 
C-subobjects are C-subobjects. Therefore, the C-topology on [0, l] is the natural 
one. 
Conversely, if [0, 03 g C, then [0, o[ E C by Corollary 3.3. But the image of 
[0, o[ 3 n * l/( n + 1) E [0, l] is not closed, which contradicts Proposition 1.6(i). 
For any countable set I # 0 we have ( D~w[)’ = Dpw[. Now consider s’. 0 
3.9. Proposition. Let p be a limit ordinal, and assume that /3 is not isolated in some 
C-rejnement of the natural topo&gy on [0, p], if there is any strictly one. Then every 
P-sequence in X E C has a cluster point in IX (as in Lemma 2.9, hence in X, if C is 
relatively closed hereditary. 
Proof. In any case, there is a C-topology on [0, p] finer than or equal to the natural 
one, in which p is not isolated. Now take this topology and adabt he proof of [8,1.4]. 
Consider the following commutative diagram, given by continuous extensions 
We show that (~(ar)),,~ has a cluster point in IF[O, p[, hei,Yc (x~),,~ in IX as 
continuous image of (77( CU)),,~ . 
First of all note that g is surjective, If not. there would be a C-topology on 
[O, p[ csr CO, p], which is finer than or equal to the induced one. This yields a 
continuous bijection 
h : co, P[ + [O, PI 
given by 
( 
P, if (Y = 0, 
h(a):= CY- 1, if O<a<w, 
a, otherwise, 
which fails to be an isomorphism, because h-‘(P) is isolated. 
For every CY E [0, p[ we have [0, p] = [0, cy] in [cy + 2, p] and F[O, p[ = F[O, 4 6 
F[cr+l,p[ as well as g=g’i,g” with g’:F[O,a]+[O,a] and ?“:F[a+ 
1, /3[ + [a, + 1, p], because Elite coprOdUL:F ;Ip _P 7p. 
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Therefore 
wg-‘(p)c UF[a+l,~[=uzF[a+l,~[, 
and ZF[cy + 1, p[=q([a! + 1, p[)- by Lemma 2.9. Hence 
O~g-l(p)c- n ri(b, m-9 
aE[O,B[ 
which proves that (~(a)) has a cluster point in ZF[O, p[. El 
3.10. Corollary. Let FP, F, be as in fioposition 2.7. Then ZFp $ IF,. 
Proof. Assume the contrary and p < G. From Section 2 we get some algebraic 
subcategory C E Top, such that F, -I UC. Consequently, every p-sequence in any 
X E C has a cluster point, and p is not isolated in any C-refinement of 10, 91. By 
Proposition 3.9, every p-sequence in IX has a cluster point, too. But this property 
is not shared by IF,[O, p[, because there exists a continuous surjection IF,[O, p[ + 
ZIO, p[ in Z( C,) and the topology on Z[O, p[ is finer than or equal to the natural 
topology on [0, p[. Cl 
3.11. Corollary. Assume the following regular cardinal condition (KC) jor C: 
Every in$nite regular cardinal p is not isolated in some C- 
rejfnement of [0, p], if there is arty strictly one. 
Then IX is compactfor every X E C. Hence any X E C is compact, if q ispointwise dense. 
Proof. We have to show, that every well-ordered decreasing family (A,),.IO,P[ of 
nonempty closed subsets of IX has a nonempty intersection [l]. By transfinite 
induction, it suffices to consider regular cardinals p for p. Now choose x, E A,. By 
Proposition 3.9, (x,),~, has a cluster point x in IX. Obviously x E no_ A,. 0 
Let w1 denote the first uncountable cardinal. 
3.12. Lemma. If [0, 01 E C, then any C-refinement of the natural topoiogy on LO, o,] 
induces the natural topology on 10, o,[. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.7 any C-refinelment of [0, W, J induces the natural topology on 
[0,4, a < 01, hence the natural one on [0, o,[. 0 
3.13. Corollary. Let C be relatively closed hereditary and [0, w] E C. 77jen either 
[0, o,[ E C or [0, o,] E C 
Proof. Both cannot be contained in because [0, w,[ i, (0,) % [0, w,]. As a Stone 
space, [O, o,] carries a C-topology, which is finer than or equal to the natural one. 
If wl is isolated in this topology, Corollary 3.2 and Lemma 3.12 apply. If not, every 
ol-sequence has a cluster point ir this topology, by Proposition 3.9. Therefore, the 
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complement of any neighbourhood of w1 is countable. Thus it is a neighbourhood 
in the natural topology. The same holds for the neighbourhoods of Q! < ml, by 
Lemma 3.12. II 
4. Characterizations 
From Section 2 we get a lot of unfamiliar algebraic subcategories C c Top. Now 
we are going to characterize the familiar ones. 
4.1. Theorem. For C G Top the following are equivalent: 
( 1) (i) C is algebraic, 
(ii j Cfuijiii, WCC (Corollary 3.1 i j, 
(iii) C is quasiclosed hereditary (Definition 1.7), 
(iv) C is square closed (Proposition 1.6( ii)). 
(2) C=Triv or C=Ind or Stow c C and C c Ccrmp2 recgu!ar epire,flec?ive* __ 
Proof. Qbviously (2) *( 1). The reverse direction follows from Proposition 1 .l, 
Corollary 1.4, Proposition 1.9, and Corollary 3.11. Note that Stone c C if D2 E C. Cl 
4.2. Remark. If we replace (iii) and (iv) in (1) by 
(0) C c_ TOP,, 
(iii)’ C is closed hereditary, 
then the case C = Ind has to be cancelled in the list (2). Note that the axioms (0), 
(i), (ii) and (iii)’ are independeut. 
4.3. Corollary. For C c Top the following are equivalent: 
(1 j (i) C is varietal, 
(ii) C fuljils RCC, 
(rii j C is relatively closed hereditary, 
(iv) C is square closed. 
Proof. Again (2) * (1) is obvious. The reverse direction follows from Theorem 4.1 
together with Corollary 1.4, Proposition 1.6, and Lemma 1.8( ii). Cl 
d hereditary, productive, and varietal subcategories of 
The following characterization isonly one up to concrete isomorphisms. It makes 
use of the category To ws of weakly Soundar e sense of 1 T 0, 2 101. 
By a free space in 
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4.5. Theorem. For C E Top the following are equivalent: 
(1) (i) C is algebraic, 
(ii) C fulfills RCC, 
(iii) C is relatively closed hereditary, 
(iv) C3Xfree*XETopwS. 
(2) C = Triv or C = Ind or Stone E C and there exists a concrete isomorphism 
H : C + C, C c Camp, regular epireflective, which restricts to the identity on 
Stone. 
Proof. In the nonobvious direction, (iii) implies D2 E C if C G Ind, by Corollary 
1.4. In this case, every free space is extremally disconnected by Corollary 2.4, and 
HausdorfI, using (iv). By (ii) it is compact, hence normal and zero-dimensional. 
Therefore, the canonical embedding F c, j3 of F -i U, into the Stone-Tech compac- 
tification /3 : Set + Camp, [ 10,2.12] is an isomorphism and Stone c C E Camp,. The 
isomorphism H : C + C constructed in Corollary 2.5 is just the restriction of the 
coreflector Camps + Camp, [ 10,1.6]. C is productive and closed hereditary (by 
compactness and HausdorfIness), hence regular epireflective in Camp,. 0 
4.6. Corollary. For C C_ Top the following are equivalent: 
(1) C is varietal and (ii)- as above. 
(2) C E {Triv, Ind, Camp,}. 
Proof. If C Z Ind, then (without loss of generality) F = /S, as we have shown in the 
proof above. By Proposition 1.6, the counit of the adjunction /3 + UC is a pointwise 
closed surjection, if C is varietal. Thus C c_ Camp,, because C c_ Top, by Corollary 
1.3. 0 
4.7. Theorem. There exists a relatively closed h ereditary, algebraic subcategory C C_ 
Top2 which is not contained in any varietal subcategory of Top. 
Proof. Take the first uncountable ordina! @I and F,, : Set + Cw, as in Proposition 
2.7. Then F,,N = p&J, because PfW is a closed subspace of some 0: c [G, &‘, hence 
in C”,, and every continuous extension $: PN + [0, o,] of a map 
factorizes via some [0, p] c_ [0, o,[. Likewise every continuous extension $: pf+J + 
[0, w,]’ of a map 
factorizes via A. 
Now choose C as in Theorem 2.2 for F = F,, . Then FN = PNE C and the 
C-topology on every X E CWi s between the subobject opology and the original 
one, because C is relatively closed heredixary. 
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Assume CC C G Top and C varietal. Then every C-subobject is a C-s&object, 
hence closed by Proposition l&(i). Therefore, the C-topology on the remainder 
N* = PN\Nc pf+J is the original one. By ParoviEenko’s theorem [7], there is a 
continuous surjection 
lV + [O, o,]. 
Its kernel pair carries a C-topology. Consequently, there is a C-topology on [0, oJ, 
which is coarser than or equal to the natural one. But as a Stone space, [0, o,] 
carries a C-topology, which is finer than or equal to the natural one, as well. Hence 
they coincide. 
By construction, there is a C-topology on [0, o,[ such that the inclusion [0, o,[ - 
[0, o,] is continuous. This yields a bijection 
r0, a*[ 6 {@J + LO, Otlr 
which fails to be an isomorphism. Cl 
4.8. Remark. Especially, the example above shows, that axiom (ii) in Theorem 43 1) 
is really independent from the others, as well as (i) and (iii) (even in the varietal 
case). But it remains as open question whether (iv) or (ii) (the latter only in the 
varietal case) are superfluous or not. 
If D2 E C G Top, is varietal and relatively closed hereditary, then every free space 
FTE C has to be normal, and there are C*-embeddings 
If there is no nontrivial pointwise normal and left adjoint subfunctor F of p (with 
the same unit), then Triv, Discr, and Comp2 would be the only varietal subcategories 
of Top,, which are relatively closed hereditary. 
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